Multiple-Sine-Slit Microdensitometer and MTF Evaluation for High Resolution Emulsions. 2: MTF Data and Other Recording Parameters of High Resolution Emulsions for Holography.
By means of the Multiple-Sine-Slit Microdensitometer (MSSM), MTF's up to 1500 c/mm have been evaluated for five photographic plates for holography, Agfa-Gevaert Scientia 10E75, 8E75, 8E75B, and Kodak 649-F and Type 120-02. For comparison, an as-if-MTF has also been derived from diffraction efficiency measurements. In addition sensitivity at lambda = 633 nm, the macroscopic characteristic tau(A) vs logE and alpha(2)(E), and scattered-flux data are reported for these five plates.